PERSONAL DATA EASEMENTS

SARAH LAMDAN*

This article explores the concept of personal data easements to balance data ownership rights with the privacy rights of data creators. Conceptualizing personal data as property is not new: the idea was widely discussed in the early 2000s when it became clear that there would be a personal data industry, but the idea was effectively tossed aside in favor of allowing data companies to regulate themselves. Self-regulation has resulted in a digital ownership scheme that lacks balance. All of us create data exhaust (private data about ourselves), but we do not own it. Instead, that exhaust is collected and monetized by private companies, often without our knowledge and consent. In essence, companies treat our personal data like their property.

Individuals’ data is a unique informational product because it is simultaneously very personal to its creator and very profitable for the third parties who claim ownership of it. It’s separate from digital infrastructure, including databases, and more intimate, but it’s also different than traditional intellectual property, real property, or other tangible property. It is factual material, not an original creation of the mind. It is also invisible, free-flowing, and seemingly ethereal, lacking the characteristics of tangible property.

Legal scholars have explored property law solutions to balance ownership and access interests in digital infrastructure including databases, platforms, and internet service providers. This article considers property law solutions for the personal data that fuels that infrastructure, populating many of today’s databases and fueling data analytics and artificial intelligence products. It focuses on easements as a model to balance the interests of companies that use and exploit personal data against the interests of people who want to regain control of their digital exhaust.
Because the easements model is not an all-or-nothing ownership model, it allows for positive digital innovations while preserving people’s privacy rights.
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INTRODUCTION

Personal data has become a critical resource, powering policing systems, social media platforms, and the apps we use for everything from buying bread to finding a mate. Despite its prevalence, the question of who has the right to own and control personal data remains unsettled. In the status quo, the entities that own our personal data also control the data rights and access in full. Legislators and legal scholars have suggested that we impose an opposite scheme where every individual controls their own data dossiers. Neither of these approaches work; they are both ownership extremes. Leaving the market in charge of personal data leaves individuals with no rights in their data, but giving everyone full ownership rights to their data could slow technology and communication to a crawl as companies scramble to obtain people’s data rights one by one. What if instead, ownership could
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be split, giving some rights to personal data back to the data creators? Is there a model for this type of arrangement in property law doctrine that is already used to govern ownership in the physical world?

When the current personal data market first emerged in the early 2000s, the idea of applying property rights to personal data was raised, investigated, and dismissed as unworkable. These past iterations of personal-data-as-property were envisioned in a different digital era, one wherein there were no online platforms and no cloud computing systems; before the personal data industry was so pervasive. In the early 2000’s, people formulated plans for the ownership of personal data based on pre-existing physical ownership models. Legal scholars and policymakers imagined people setting up personal information accounts similar to bank accounts in a “National Information Exchange.” They envisioned each of us depositing and withdrawing our data as we chose. The idea of information banks presented a creative solution for balancing personal data ownership by making the exchange of data into a market transaction, but even its creators saw the economic, social, and legal problems inherent in a personal data exchange and knew that it would require a “revolution in American property law.”

The idea of applying property law to technology was also a political dud in the early 2000’s. A lack of urgency and a fondness for laissez faire market governance makes regulating personal data, or passing laws that could stifle technological growth, unappetizing. The legislative process tends to be a post hoc affair, spurred by disaster. Environmental law emerged only after rivers caught fire and deadly smog suffocated towns. The most powerful securities laws are legislative reactions to market crashes. In 2000, one could imagine personal data disasters, but few, if any, had actually transpired. It’s no surprise that 2000-era scholars said treating personal data
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like personal property was “bad politics.” They knew that, until there was some sort of catalyzing event, the government would allow tech companies and data owners to protect their rights to do what they want with our data.

Now in 2022, however, it’s easier to point to data privacy problems. In recent years, the over-the-top use of our personal data in creepier ways, including in predictive policing products, ad-targeting, election-deciding, and most recently, abortion-tracking, has made politicians more interested in data privacy. These uses are eroding some of the shine from personal data products, and the public is growing more critical of personal-data-powered products. Political headwinds are changing in response to these creepy personal data enterprises, and people are starting to push for government intervention to limit the data brokering industry. Since the data landscape has changed, we should take advantage of the favorable political headwinds and revisit solutions that analogize personal data as property to other types of property.

Although putting personal data problems into a property law framework has been dismissed, in the past, as practically complicated and politically fraught, property law solutions are not, in themselves, bad ideas. Digital property ownership is often envisioned as absolute; either corporate or governmental data owners own people’s data in full, or individual people do. In reality, however, property law is rarely absolute. Even though there are owners and non-owners, property law provides exceptions and points of access to balance interests between property stakeholders. Property law was meant to balance the interests of property owners with the public interest, not to confer absolute, indivisible ownership in one party in every case. Lawmakers devised ways to respect both private ownership and public access needs because they recognized that owning resources like land and water was crucial to development, commerce, and innovation. But they also realized that, in some cases, those critically important resources should not be
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exclusive—there are situations where people besides owners should have access to and rights to water, land, and other real property.27

The concept of personal data as property is complicated, in part, because, personal data is hard to compartmentalize in the existing property law scheme. Intellectual property law is commonly applied to creative digital content including digital code and built digital infrastructure, property law principles are not ordinarily applied to factual personal data.28 This is not surprising as personal data is, practically, very different than other types of informational property.29 As information, personal data lies somewhere between creative intellectual property and facts. It isn’t a “product of the mind,” but it is connected to us in a way that other facts, such as stock prices and sports statistics, are not.30

In addition to its unique informational qualities, personal data is also unique as a marketplace good.31 Personal data has become a commodity, similar to oil, charcoal, or timber, which are treated like physical property according to the law.32 Oil and charcoal fuel our physical industries, and personal data is the fuel that powers many modern technological innovations. Weather apps, digital maps, and social media platforms would be hollow algorithmic shells without personal data.33

Personal data is tough to regulate because it has a unique form and unique functions that put it on the property law spectrum somewhere between intellectual and physical property.34 It is both an essential, critical resource for technological industries and an intangible collection of intimate, personal details.35 Some scholars have suggested using public easements on social media platforms to protect speech about issues of public concern.36 This article argues that, conversely, there should be private easement rights to protect private information. Because ownership determines whether personal data is used for public benefit or public harm, property law—the law of ownership rights—provides a helpful framework for envisioning a more equitable balance between the rights of data-based enterprises and the rights of individual users. Section I explains the current landscape of personal data
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ownership sans any property interest balancing mechanisms. Section II introduces property law as a framework for balancing data companies’ interests in personal data with the interests of data subjects. Section III focuses on easements as a particularly helpful analogy that could be enacted in personal data legislation. A personal data easement model would ensure that people have access to, and some control over, their data dossiers, while still allowing useful, public interest-focused data innovation to flourish.

I. **PROPERTY LAW IS A USEFUL FRAMEWORK FOR DATA PRIVACY, NOT A SOLUTION**

This article focuses on property law as a solution for modern data privacy problems, but property law is not a silver bullet that will ameliorate people’s personal data concerns. Data privacy is a multi-faceted issue that involves an array of overlapping legal issues. Many entities use personal data. Some of these entities are state actors subject to constitutional and administrative law requirements about warrants and data privacy. Others data users are not subject to those obligations. Personal data is also so varied, and used for many varied purposes that deserve different legal treatment. For instance, Congress treats children’s data differently than adults’ data, and it has treated our healthcare data, educational data, and financial data as deserving of special protections. Finally, property law doesn’t deal with perhaps the biggest problem: big tech monopolies. In order to truly empower consumers, antitrust law enforcement must ensure that consumers can opt out of data collections and that there is sufficient competition in tech sectors so that consumers can choose products that do not commodify their personal data.

Another reason that property law doesn’t provide easy solutions to data privacy is because common and statutory property law concepts predate the complexity of our current personal data schemes. The lawmakers who drafted the laws and policies we currently apply to personal data wrote their rules decades ago, before we had iPhones, social media, and predictive policing products. Most of our current privacy and data protection laws were enacted before the internet even existed. They are “ill-equipped to regulate today’s informational infrastructure.”

Ultimately, we will need new laws (or major reformations of existing laws) to create an equitable personal data system that both allows for tech innovations and allows people to participate equitably choices about how their personal data is collected and used. Our existing legal frameworks will
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not solve today’s personal data policy problems. That doesn’t mean that lawmakers must ignore the centuries of legal knowledge captured by our current legal schemes. Property law and other traditional legal doctrines may not be the best for regulating data problems, but policymakers can borrow concepts from the past to address the data problems of today. As information law scholar Jacqueline Lipton suggests, even if policymakers don’t directly adopt property law principles in a data context, the concepts provide a “useful shorthand” guide for addressing digital information issues—so long as they are used appropriately. This type of cognizable shorthand helps law and policymakers make sense of the digital world using a familiar legal language. Imbuing personal data with property law-styled balances would provide more personal data protections than the current data industry provides, with solutions that lawmakers, courts, and legal practitioners are familiar with.

A. How the Personal Data Industry Operates Without Property Interest Balancing

In the thirty years since Hank Asher, the “father of data fusion,” developed his first personal data product for the police, people’s data has become a major digital good. Today, personal data is a material that companies buy, sell, and barter like other property. Personal data, including our DNA and health outcomes, is treated more like other portfolios of extracted assets (timber, oil, etc.) and less like an intimate byproduct of human life.

When people do their shopping, dating, research, and healthcare online, they leave digital markers of their activities. Every click is collected. Just as automobiles emit clouds of exhaust as they travel on roads, humans emit data exhaust as they travel around the internet, leaving clouds of datapoints in their wake. These datapoints are owned by third parties, not...
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the people who emit them, and those third parties buy and sell them. As the “internet of things” expands, every product is becoming a data-collecting product. Home appliances including refrigerators, thermostats, and even the machines that make people’s morning coffee gather information about consumer choices. In addition, thermometers, watches, and medical devices placed inside human bodies by doctors are also data siphons. Even if someone lives in an appliance-free cave and wears a flour sack, their data will still be collected by cameras, drones, and other devices embedded into public spaces. In short, if an individual exists in society, some third party owns a dossier of their personal data.

Because of all of the new ways to collect and use personal data, the personal data industry is booming. Largely unfettered by government intervention, data brokering and data analytics companies, collectively, make billions of dollars by selling and using people’s data exhaust. One reason they can rake in profits is that personal data is usually free—people trade their data in exchange for access to digital platforms, products, and services. Unlike intellectual property, personal data’s creators don’t consensually or, in many cases, even consciously hand over ownership rights to their data.
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The data industry often gets lumped in, or conflated with, the systems and industries that use it, but data is separate from digital infrastructure, including the databases, platforms, and apps that it feeds. Data is the fuel of the internet and digital applications. It is a raw material used to create informational products.56 Apps require our geolocation data to work.57 Biometric data is a necessary resource for health apps that track insulin levels,58 predict fertility,59 and ensure the user’s heart rate stays within healthy bounds during exercise.60 Social media companies, predictive data analytics ventures, and databases all rely on data as a core ingredient of their informational products, but personal data is independent from those systems.61

Users cede their data to third-party companies because these data-digesting apps and platforms improve daily life.62 Using digital filing forms and services for banking, shopping, and other errands has saved people countless hours and trips.63 During the COVID pandemic, digital services protected their users from potentially deadly infection.64 Personal data-driven technology is miraculous. It connects people continents away and expands what is possible in the world. Without personal data and information, weather and map apps wouldn’t be able to seamlessly provide forecasts and directions. Facebook and TikTok would not be able to generate their
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addictive informational feeds, and our health apps would not be able to provide timely and useful notifications to their users.

But the same data that powers the greatest modern innovations can also be used in ways that violate privacy and threaten civil rights and liberties. Even though datapoints, like home addresses or blood pressure recordings, on their own, may not seem very useful or personal, in aggregate, a person’s personal data creates “an ever-evolving, 360-degree view” of people’s lives. The same personal-data-using technologies that have made life more convenient and connected can also be deployed against its data subjects. Personal data products track, sort, and make predictions about people. Some do this on purpose (predictive policing platforms, geospatial tracking), and some do this as an incidental step in their end products or to cultivate a side-business or secondary benefit. (For instance, a food delivery app may provide convenient food service, but it may also have an auxiliary business selling data to restaurant marketing firms.) Data systems can also be intentionally deployed to influence decisions that negatively impact consumers’ lives. Personal-data-powered software does everything from ad-targeting to helping institutions make hiring, lending, and insurance decisions. The government uses data companies’ products to decide who presents criminal risks, who might commit fraud, and who should be given public benefits. Without transparency or access, individuals have little control over how their data is used.
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All of these data products, both the helpful ones and the creepy ones, often use data without their users’ knowledge or consent.70 Most data collection is considered “voluntary,” but most people don’t truly volunteer to participate in the collection of their data.71 Users may technically consent to providing their data by driving on public roads lined with license plate readers, by clicking “I agree” to access an online service, or by opting to live and work in buildings that require keycard access. But these choices are illusory. People must make them in order to participate in daily life.72 People trade privacy for access to goods, services, and public participation.

The majority of Americans don’t want their data to be collected, but they feel that, nowadays, it is impossible to avoid.73 The devices and systems that collect and use people’s data try to ease the public’s discomfort about personal data by promising to anonymize their personal information, but even when companies promise that they will anonymize data, that data can easily be reidentified.74 The firms that own personal data hold overwhelming power in modern society, because they control how people’s data is used to make major decisions about life. Data owners can either be responsible data keepers, or they can be careless data barons that care only about profits, and not about the public’s interest in their personal data.

In some cases, people’s lack of control over their data endangers their civil rights.75 Law enforcement agencies use personal data that they license from data brokers to skirt Fourth Amendment requirements and data privacy-protecting procedures.76 In 2015, police mistakenly charged a man
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in Arkansas with murder after his friend was found dead in his hot tub.\textsuperscript{77} Companies provided the police with data from the connected devices in his home (an Amazon Echo in his kitchen, a Nest thermostat on his wall, and his Honeywell home security system).\textsuperscript{78} He was arrested based on his water usage data, which, according to law enforcement, showed that he washed blood from the crime scene.\textsuperscript{79} Data-based presumptions like these lead to erroneous arrests. These erroneous criminal assessments are don’t just violate people’s civil rights. They also reinforce systemic racism by disproportionately including the data of Black men, who are overrepresented in law enforcement datasets.\textsuperscript{80}

In other cases, personal data is used in ways that harm people’s private rights. Mistakes in personal datasets have barred people from getting auto insurance, and even accessing their own bank accounts.\textsuperscript{81} Beyond police and insurance companies, child welfare agencies, landlords, banks, and even hospitals use personal data dossiers containing billions of data points from thousands of sources to assess how “risky” people are as employees and parents.\textsuperscript{82} The companies that own and have access to data dossiers “know” more about people than their family does.\textsuperscript{83} Public institutions and private firms make decisions based on streams of medical, religious, political information, and other intimate data.\textsuperscript{84}

The personal data analytics systems built for companies and government institutions are infused with the same biases as criminal assessment systems.\textsuperscript{85} A reporter asked a data broker about what kind of information it sells to health insurance companies. The company’s representative explained that the algorithms may process information like
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whether someone was “[a] high school dropout who had a recent income loss and doesn’t have a relative nearby” because those people might have higher health costs. When the reporter asked the data broker whether the same type of person might be healthy, the representative said, “Sure,” without seeming concerned that the data could lead to erroneous health insurance decisions.

Assumptions, errors, and biases in datasets and data analytics systems can have serious, negative impacts on people’s lives. When our data is fed through products that sell predictions to bosses, landlords, governments, and healthcare providers, the results can erroneously prevent people from obtaining housing, insurance, and even accessing their bank accounts. Meanwhile, the people whose data is being bought and sold can’t even see what is in their data dossiers because the companies treat their data analytics products as trade secret-protected property, or they make consumers go on wild goose chases to try to find and repair data errors instead of fixing the errors in their own collections.

Data ownership schemes that leave the public with little, if any, way to own or control their own data are at odds with the public’s interest. When KPMG surveyed American consumers about data responsibility in 2020, 87% of the respondents saw data privacy as a human right. Without any sort of property balancing mechanism in place, there is little anyone can do to control how their data is collected and used, or even what their data dossiers contain. Data companies help the government buy its way around due process obligations, and help private companies reduce people to numeric risk assessments. Data brokers are making modern risk assessment, surveillance, and policing look like the chilling worlds depicted
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in the pages of dystopian novels like *1984* and *Fahrenheit 451*, and nobody can escape them by shutting the book.\textsuperscript{95}

**B. Using a Property Law Model for Digital Materials**

Property law provides models for ownership and access that could be applied to personal data, but applying those models to personal data is not straightforward. People’s data is different from other personal, intellectual, or real property. Unlike intellectual property, personal data is factual, not an original creation of the mind.\textsuperscript{96} Unlike real property, data is not fixed. It is an invisible material that can zip around the world in seconds.

Personal data being viewed as a good, commodity, or saleable product is a relatively new concept.\textsuperscript{97} Data analytics and other digital innovations have invigorated a new informational market that monetizes tidbits of personal information about every aspect of life.\textsuperscript{98} In paper format, and without a connected internet, personal data had far less value. A physical phone book, school photo, or sales receipt had little market worth. Few companies cared to collect data about how many steps someone took each day or whose comments were liked more.

The ownership rules of this booming personal data market are still “legal grey zones.”\textsuperscript{99} Courts already enforce well-established rules for how people own, sell, and share real property and personal property (chattels), but digital property is still in flux.\textsuperscript{100} In the 1970s, around the time that databases were mainstreamed, legal scholars were quick to dismiss the idea of treating personal data as property, calling it a “facile and legalistic” approach that would fail to “magically vest[] the powerless with control of their personal data.”\textsuperscript{101} At the time, a property law scheme for personal data never came to pass. But the idea of applying property law ideas to personal data re-emerged
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in the early 2000’s, when inventions like wireless internet (WiFi) and social media made the internet more accessible and drove more people online to share personal information.

While lawmakers have failed to safeguard people’s individual data rights, companies have figured out how to bend property laws to protect their datasets and digital information troves. For instance, publishers, music labels, and movie producers have figured out how to use intellectual property concepts to protect their data property rights. They use copyright law to limit purchasers’ access to ebooks, music, videos, and other types of digital content by licensing access to a streaming platform instead of selling the materials. When someone uses an Amazon Kindle, Spotify’s music app, or the Netflix video-streaming service, they never fully own the content they pay for. Instead, they just borrow content from the companies’ data clouds and never get the First Sale rights that balance property interests between copyright holders and copy purchasers.

In contrast, individuals, who have far less market power than publishers or tech platforms, have not been as successful at protecting their personal data and limiting its access and use. Data companies have successfully claimed that their ownership of personal data is fair and square because they provide users with terms of service online and allow them to consent to collecting cookies and digital other data tracking. (Nevermind that these terms and agreements are often obligatory click-through barriers that consumers must comply with in order to avail themselves of the digital resources they need.)

Digital apps and platforms leverage their power to gatekeep apps, platforms, and other tools that the public wants, and sometimes need, to access to hoard the entire bundle of property rights related to personal data, reserving all of the possession, control, exclusion, derivation of income, and disposition of people’s data to themselves. In the digital world, non-owners have few, if any, ways to access resources that are paywalled, restricted, or otherwise unavailable online. They also have no easy way to repair or remove misinformation, even if it’s about them.
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When data collectors and controllers own all of the rights to people’s data, individuals are stripped of their data rights, forced to agree to data-exploiting terms in order to use platforms and apps. Most people feel like they must surrender their data rights in order to use internet products and services. In the status quo, people have only a few statutorily granted rights to privacy to certain types of data. For the most part, the entities that own people’s data can do whatever they want with it.

This one-sided ownership scheme gives the data owner full control over individuals’ personal data. The current personal data industry doesn’t just limit data creators’ rights, it reserves no rights for its human data producers. Once personal data is collected by a third-party company, it can be sold and shared without consent. After someone logs on to Facebook, they have little control over where Facebook sends their data. In most jurisdictions, there are no transparency requirements obligating collectors to explain where the data is going. If a user consents to handing their data over to one company by using their digital platform or app, they open the gates for other data enterprises to purchase or share, sell, and otherwise exploit their data without limits or oversight.

This scheme also lets companies exploit people’s digital labor. Like intellectual property, humans create personal data. However, unlike intellectual property, humans often do not choose to produce data or consensually sign over their rights to it. So many companies profit from personal data that researchers have labeled users “data laborers,” toiling away online to generate data for companies to monetize. Whenever someone posts on social media, buys a meal on GrubHub, or uses most other apps and services, they add valuable data to companies’ troves. Datafication makes users super-producers, and their digital devices transform into personal data.
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vectors. As Karen Gregory explained in 2014, “Big Data, like Soylent Green, is made of people.”

In 2018, intellectual property attorney Karl Kowallis warned that digitization would tip the balance of data control towards data owners and away from the public. Digital property owners have proven this warning apt by upending traditional property ownership rules. In a world where companies can buy and sell your most intimate data, shouldn’t you have some sort of say or control over that? Most people would say yes. But how should we regulate personal data interests? Some data privacy advocates think that people should have complete ownership of their personal data.

In 2020, Congress considered a bill called the “Own Your Own Data Act,” which would require social media companies to give users the ability to obtain and export their data from the platforms and license it back to the companies. But this approach would create a practical mess. When the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit considered whether people’s performances featured films were copyrightable, it opined that treating individuals’ appearances on film as personal property would “be a logistical and financial nightmare.” This type of personal ownership would turn a “cast of thousands into a . . . copyright of thousands.” Giving each social media platform subscriber rights to their own personal data would have a similar effect, forcing a platform like Facebook to work with each of its almost three-billion users, individually, to secure various data rights.

If giving people full ownership of their data creates a logistical nightmare, what is a better way to divvy out the “bundle of rights” that define the relationship between data owners, purchasers, and creators? It seems we need to split that bundle, giving some rights to companies that create apps so that they can make our phones and other electronics work with ease, but reserving some rights to the people who create the data so that they can control and limit how companies use their data and fix errors in their data dossiers. A less one-sided property right, like an easement, may be the way to go. Easements create a balance between the status quo, which is outright
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corporate ownership of personal data, and the opposite, giving people ownership over their own data. Something akin to an easement right of access and right to amend would balance this by giving users a few sticks from the bundle of rights.

C. Traditional Personal Ownership Will Not Create Data Equity

Even though it would be logistically tricky to grant people full personal data rights to their own data, it reflects a reasonable desire, from the public, to be more in control of its personal information. People feel a sense of ownership over their data exhaust, and many people, including lawmakers, consider their data something that *belongs* to them, which makes property law solutions an attractive way to solve data privacy problems. According to proponents of strict property law approaches like the Own Your Own Data Act, if people own their own data, they will be in control of how it is used. Enterprises that wanted to use someone’s data would have to buy or otherwise negotiate ways to obtain it. Unauthorized use would be prohibited. After all, people own their own intellectual property and decide who to sell it to: Why can’t they own their own personal data?

One reason that this conceptualization of property law hasn’t been adopted is that personal data is factual, and courts have declined to apply property rights to facts. When tasked with assessing whether the phone book was copyrightable, the Supreme Court held that raw data, without additional original expression, is not intellectual property protected by copyright laws. Facts can be used, cited, and shared by anyone. Copyright law only protects original works—works that are “independent creations,” not borrowed—and those works must show some degree of creativity. They are expressions of original ideas, not the repetition of factual information.

Although imbuing data exhaust with personal property rights may sound like a simple fix in theory, assigning personal property rights to data would raise a slew of practical problems. There are good reasons that judges don’t confer property rights to the information collected in phone books, databases, or our DNA. Granting people property rights over the products
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of our human intellect—poems, plans, and ideas—is different from giving people the right to own plain facts.

One reason is that facts cannot be owned, according to property law doctrine, is because they are not original to the creator.135 This rationale certainly applies to facts about the weather or the name of a town, but it is less applicable to personal data. Someone’s blood pressure data does originate from within them, just as their shopping selections and dating preferences do. While it might not be creative, private data is certainly the original expression of its creator. A more logical rationale is that, if people could own their own facts, they could assert ownership over newsworthy information that may be of interest to the public. Fully conveying property rights to personal facts to their individual creators, outright, would make reporting them much more time-consuming and less efficient.136 We need access to factual information in order to function as a society.137

Restricting personal data flows would also stifle productive data projects. Data can be used for social good. People trace pandemics, smooth out traffic, and plan better cities with open data collections.138 Big data collections are uniquely able to quickly identify correlations and patterns that allowing for quick analyses that are otherwise impossible, like matching illnesses to genetic traits or predicting health outcomes based on geography.139 Imbuing personal rights into data would also make life less convenient. Weather apps and traffic maps rely on personal data to tell people how to get places and whether to take an umbrella.140 If users owned their data, companies would have to bargain for information with each user, one by one, interrupting the smooth flow of personal information that greases the wheels of online platforms, apps, and services.141

Making data into personal property could also perpetuate inequality. When people are not sure about the value of a good, they will accept whatever terms they are given, according to the phenomenon of “bounded rationality.”142 In other words, data companies have an upper hand because
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nobody knows how much their data is worth. Consumers will likely accept whatever terms they are offered in personal data negotiations. Additionally, economically disadvantaged people may be pushed to sell their data even when it’s not in their best interest. Data could become the new plasma—a billion-dollar industry that “depends on the blood of the very poor.”\textsuperscript{143} Just as plasma centers underpay people, giving them $30 for $300 worth of plasma, an exploitative data industry could induce cash-strapped people to sell their data for less than it’s worth.\textsuperscript{144}

Finally, turning people’s data into our personal property may not be enough protection from a privacy perspective.\textsuperscript{145} After all, intellectual property rights don’t protect creators from exploitation.\textsuperscript{146} They are regularly shaken down for their property and stripped of rights. Taylor Swift famously had to reproduce her entire catalog after the copyright holder refused to give her access.\textsuperscript{147} Society should aspire for a higher standard of personal data protections where intimate data is concerned.

Despite these issues, data ownership is a popular idea—according to one survey, 79% of consumers believe they should be compensated when their data is shared.\textsuperscript{148} The popularity of this desire indicates that some sort of balancing of rights is necessary.\textsuperscript{149} People want to have more control over what happens to their data, and they want to be able to opt in to data use, rather than to serve as unwitting data producers for digitally based companies.\textsuperscript{150} Lawmakers recognize that people should also be able to correct erroneous data about themselves, and that they should be able to have transparency about where their data is going and how it’s being used.\textsuperscript{151}
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D. Easements as a Model for Personal Data Ownership

Easements are a property concept meant to strike a balance between owners and non-owners in situations where important public functions are at stake.152 They balance public interest and private ownership by giving rights to both property holders and other parties.153 Easements could allow people to access, amend, and restrict the flow of their personal data, without conferring the responsibilities of personal data ownership onto every individual. They could strike a balance between the status quo, where corporations control our data, and the opposite extreme, where people own their data in full.

Easements, as a concept, are less rigid and more flexible for digital information, including personal data.154 Property law does not generally allow “sole and despotic” dominion over a thing; it treats property ownership as a bundle of rights that can be split to balance interests.155 In contrast, today’s data ownership scheme does feel extreme and despotic, a tyrannical system where a few ruling data companies make billions of dollars by siphoning people’s data and exploiting it.156

Easements give their holders nonpossessory, limited property interests to use another person’s land.157 Easements are intended to protect ownership, but with public interest caveats. Just as easements grant certain rights to property to non-owners, they create certain limitations for the property’s owners “burdening” the property, and its possessors, with limitations and responsibilities.158 Some common types of easements allow for utilities to run across land and provide access to natural resources that would otherwise be inaccessible or privatized.159 In short, easements force owners to do things with their property that they wouldn’t otherwise do, often for the public good.
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Easements are different than leases or licenses. They are also different than contract-granted rights like the ones included in data licensing agreements, which are the common tool that companies use to force people to give away their data rights.\(^\text{160}\) Easements are property interests that exist, in many cases, no matter the contract language.\(^\text{161}\) They can be set up as permanent, enduring access that is superior to the whims of contracting parties.\(^\text{162}\)

As agreements go, easements are a strange formation in United States law, which strongly prefer unfettered freedom to form contracts without restraints.\(^\text{163}\) Easements effectively interfere with that freedom, and also prevent owners from taking full advantage of their property when that property, or some of its features, are critical to the public interest or some private interest deemed socially valuable.\(^\text{164}\) There are some social goods that are deemed so necessary to the public that policymakers decided to protect them against private property interests.\(^\text{165}\)

Easements come in different shapes and sizes. There are a variety of ways to arrange nonposessory interests in someone else’s property.\(^\text{166}\) They can be explicit or implied.\(^\text{167}\) Some easements (affirmative easements) give their subjects the privilege of using land they do not own in specific ways, and others (negative easements) limit how their subjects can use land they do not own.\(^\text{168}\) Easements can be “appurtenant” and run with the property as a permanent condition of ownership, or they can be “in gross” and disappear when the property changes ownership.\(^\text{169}\)

There are also different types of easements for different situations: easements that allow people to cross land on their way (including roads and
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railways), easements that allow for certain utilities, those who maintain them, to remain on a particular patch of land (electrical lines, water pipes, etc.), and easements that give people access to shared resources like waterfronts and wildlife. Easements can be made to meet all sorts of needs—providing access, increasing movement, preventing certain uses.

With so many types of easements, what types could apply to personal data? Personal data easements could provide data creators with some access to view and correct their data, limit its alienability to third parties, and restrict owners from using their data in certain ways. In 2004, law professor and privacy law expert Paul M. Schwartz suggested an easement-like balancing of interests, which he called “hybrid inalienability.” Inalienabilities are restrictions on transferability, ownership, and use. For instance, in Schwartz’s scheme, a data owner could use its data but not transfer the use downstream to other data-powered entities and projects. In his scheme, data collection would also be required to set an opt-in default instead of an opt-out default. There would be a right of exit, where people could choose leave at any time and take their data dossiers with them. There would also be an enforcement mechanism to render punishments to data companies that refuse to comply with these rules. Like other property easements, Schwartz’s approach balances owners’ use of personal data to further technological progress, but also ensures some protections for the data subjects. These types of easements—restrictions on transfer and use, rights of access, rights of exit, etc.—could be established by statute, like the fair use exception to copyright.

Another easement-like statute could require data companies to give their data subjects the choice of reserving some access to their data. This access would not be full ownership like the “Own Your Own Data Act,” because companies wouldn’t have to cede the entirety of their ownership. Data owners would not have to hand over whole data dossier to individuals. Instead, the companies would have to allow provide limited types of access,
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use, and restrictions to people who want it. This would be similar to a fiduciary model, setting up the data owner as the caretaker of the data property but forcing it to maintain certain responsibilities to the easement holders.

One reason easements are better for people than the current terms of service agreements they click into is that, unlike contractual agreements that require assent from both sides, easements can be inferred regardless of whether an explicit contract exists. Data owners would be subject to easement requirements even if they do not formally agree to them, so long as the law creates or enforces an easement. In data ownership, where owners are for-profit companies that would likely prefer not to create any access to their datasets, easement-like restrictions on data could force the companies to be more open and equitable with the people whose data they’re exploiting.

This easement idea for personal data runs parallel to similar arguments for easements in an intellectual property context. Copyright scholars have suggested easement-like balancing for regulating digital copyright. Fair use is a statutory provision which preserves certain uses for non-owners. In certain circumstances, non-owners can copy, share, and use materials that are owned by someone else. It embraces the public interest in information access by balancing rights between the rights holder and the challenging party. In a digital landscape where copyright holders have benefitted from the “copyright-as-property analogy” for decades, the “fair-use-as-an-easement” analogy is seen as a way to ensure that content creators reserve some rights to use their own work. Intellectual property experts see easements in a copyright context as a tool for rebalancing digital property “to strengthen the public’s interest in copyrighted works” and “push back” on companies’ stranglehold on informational power. The problems of digital copyright access and personal data access are similar, in that companies are putting information that should be accessible to people out of those people’s reach.

Although personal data easements could balance the public interest and the interests of data companies, there are still sticking points and imperfections in this property scheme. While technology has changed a lot
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187. In an ideal world, perhaps private data wouldn’t be considered an alienable good at all. But that ship has sailed. We can’t put the data-as-property cat back in the bag, even if it’s not in the public interest to do so. Also, it probably isn’t in the public interest to strip
since the 2000’s when this idea last resurfaced, one thing that hasn’t changed in the last 20 years (and that has possibly even increased) is the desire to ensure alienability for property owners. Lax antitrust laws, broad permission to draw up all sorts of contract provisions, and pro-ownership court decisions in copyright and other property rulings protect and entrench the right of owners to transfer, dispose of, and otherwise treat their property as they wish. Even if people have grown more concerned with creepy data collection and more open to data privacy interventions, they still support the freedom to use property as they wish, unfettered by restrictions like those included in easements. In the case of data, the alienability inherent in property rights allows data owners to “freely transfer to third parties” whatever interest they acquired. Limiting the interests for data owners to resell and share our data goes against that basic property law principle.

There are also practical issues inherent in personal data easement schemes. Even if the political and legal preference for alienability weren’t an issue—how will policymakers set up this system? How will it be enforced? Who will pay for administration costs (and will the costs make it not worthwhile for the public interest by making the costs outweigh benefits)? Also, the structure of easements in data is not as solid as physical easements. When personal data is transferred, there is often no formal handover or receipt of sale between the data owner and the person who is giving away their data. Personal data does not come with a deed recording a transfer or rights. Its transition across users is far less formal, and usually lacks a formal, easy-to-trace record. Easements require additional administrative work to record, track, and enforce them. Property rights won’t “magically vest[] the powerless with control over their personal data.” Policymakers can’t just imbue personal data with easement rights and call it a day. In order to actually work, they have to set up a system of enforcement and redress to ensure that the easements are obeyed and respected by all of its stakeholders.

Another problem with limiting who can use data is that limiting who can access and use data could clash with First Amendment rights. There is a reason people can’t own facts—the First Amendment guarantees a right to access and use information. As privacy experts wrote in 1995, “The idea that one can ‘own’ a name or other basic identifying information raises serious First Amendment concerns.” To this point, courts have agreed that
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facts are not property, and cannot be treated as such. ¹⁹⁵ However, courts have not used the First Amendment to dispose of easement-like access and restrictions on personal data yet. ¹⁹⁶ There is room to argue that property rights are not the same as privacy rights when it comes to personal data. Privacy and freedom of speech issues wound into First Amendment protections are separate from questions of data ownership, and there are ways to give people more rights to opt-in to data collection, to see and correct their data dossiers, and to have some control over their digital exhaust without interfering with the freedom of speech. ¹⁹⁷ Defamation law has managed to splice First Amendment rights from the right to protect oneself from certain types of personally invasive speech. Similarly, legal safeguards, including the Fourth Amendment warrant process, have managed to balance privacy and the need to access personal information. Courts will have to make similar, deliberate differentiations between facts as part of speech, or as part of necessary government work, and facts as private data, as more and more personal data becomes fodder for data systems and tools. But no matter what the courts decide about personal-data-as-speech, lawmakers shouldn’t hesitate to balance property interests so that personal data owners are required to protect certain rights to that data.

**CONCLUSION**

As personal data becomes an increasingly a valuable good extracted and used by every industry, there is a growing urgency to regulate its use in a way that balances private profit and the public’s interests. Data collection and use is becoming an overwhelming, pervasive reality of daily life. ¹⁹⁸ When Jessica Litman described the imbalance of data rights back in 2000, she described data collection as a limited practice in which “walks round the block are still unrecorded” and “interactions that begin and end and stay within the home are still largely unreported.” ¹⁹⁹ In 2022, both of those descriptions are laughably false. Neighborhood strolls aren’t just tracked by video camera, they are recorded on phones, wearable devices, drones, and doorbells. ²⁰⁰ License plate readers track us as we drive and park our cars. ²⁰¹


¹⁹⁹ Litman, supra note 97, at 1284 (This essay summarizes prior debate and scholarship on the issue of whether personal data should be treated as property).
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²⁰¹ Id.
The interiors of homes are lined with data-collecting devices. Thermostats, thermometers, stoves, and coffee makers collect personal data. We even put data-collecting surveillance devices on countertops that record everything we say and do.

While Lipton’s digital reality is outdated, her legal suggestion that “using existing concepts in new ways enables the creation of the new theoretical framework for information law is still relevant today.” Real property easements, a concept over a century old, could balance the interests between humans and the companies that control and their data and treat it as their property.

Even if we agree with scholars who say that property law application is too glib and superficial for such a complex type of material, it still stands to reason that there are ideas to be borrowed from property law doctrine. Easement concepts are one of the ideas worth borrowing because easements balance property interests that are both alienable and central to the public interest.

It has been suggested that using property law to grapple with data privacy issues is a bad idea, because it keeps data risk and injustices in the private realm. So long as personal data is treated like private property, subject to private contracts and private markets, people worry that it will be considered beyond the scope of public intervention and regulation. I agree that property law interventions for data privacy are not as powerful as a comprehensive, federal data privacy law, but regulatory and legislative intervention is desperately needed and so far, Congress has failed to act.

Data exploitation is a sprawling problem that has spilled across industries and institutions. Just as a large battle is fought on multiple fronts, large, sprawling legal issues can be met by an array of responses. Property law concepts are another arrow in the quiver of those hunting for solutions to balance the inequities of today’s data ownership realities.
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